
Why Ruto Considers Maina Njenga the 

No.1 Threat to His Rule

Kenya currently has a secret police unit, whose job is to ILLEGALLY abduct prominent citizens the

government believes are a threat to its interests, whether business or political.

This never happens in a real democracy.

Last month, this STASI-like secretive unit kidnapped prominent businessman Jaswant Singh Rai.

2 days later, William Ruto implied - publicly - that he had ordered Rai's abduction.

On Saturday - 16th September 2023 - politician Maina Njenga was abducted from his home in the 

outskirts of Nairobi, by the same police unit.

This was the 3rd abduction of Maina by this police unit this year.

It is important to note that, in all these cases, the names of the abductees soon started trending on 

social media, raising much curiosity, and thus probably making the state agents to release their 

victims due to panic.







What is going on?

With regards to Rai, Ruto said publicly that he was determined to use extra-legal means to take over

sugar milling business from him.

(I posted this @X as "Why Ruto is Scapegoating Asian-Kenyans"/same title on pdf, available 

online)

Regarding Maina Njenga, it is a whole different 'ball game'.

However, these police abductions are not just about Maina and Rai - they are about rule of law, or 

rather the lack of it.

That is how Adolf Hitler started.

Martin Niemöller:

"First they came for the Communists

    And I did not speak out

    Because I was not a Communist

    Then they came for the Socialists

    And I did not speak out



    Because I was not a Socialist

    Then they came for the trade unionists

    And I did not speak out

    Because I was not a trade unionist

    Then they came for the Jews

    And I did not speak out

    Because I was not a Jew

    Then they came for me

    And there was no one left

    To speak out for me".

Why Ruto is Terrified of Maina Njenga - And Considers

Him the No.1 Threat to His Rule

When I first read online news about Maina's 'first' abduction by police early this year, I was really 

surprised, because I hadn't seen any important news about him for a long time.

And the last time I had seen anything about him in the media, he was definitely not among the top 

50 prominent politicians in Mt Kenya region, leave alone in the whole country.



I checked on social media, to see what was happening.

Interestingly, almost everyone online was also asking the same question: "Why has Maina Njenga 

been kidnapped by police...What has he done..."

Nobody appeared to have a clue about why police would suddenly target Maina.

Whenever I encounter these type of situations, I always check out what the Kenyan impostors are 

saying.

In the weeks following Maina's 1st abduction, I realised that the impostors now consider him a 

major threat to Ruto's interests in Mt Kenya region (And destiny of Kenya, for the past few years, is

being determined by what happens in that region politically).

What surprised me was that, the impostors were openly calling for Maina's assassination.

The impostors appeared to suggest that, Maina Njenga was the biggest threat to Ruto 'maintaining 

his grip on Mt Kenya politics', and if Maina was not 'eliminated', then Ruto would have a rough 

time there politically...



If you tell the average Mt Kenya resident that Ruto considers Maina as his no.1 political threat in 

Mt Kenya currently, the person would likely laugh, and tell you, "he cannot even be elected as an 

MCA here..."

NOTE: Currently, Maina lives like a fugitive. He knows they want to kill him. That is why he 

always makes sure he is never alone - and in those times he has been kidnapped by the secret police,

he was in the company of other people, hence reason the kidnapping news spread so quickly...

To understand why someone who was never a major political player in the country, or even in his 

native Mount Kenya region, yet is now a major player in deciding the country's destiny, one has to 

take into consideration the fact that there is FEAR in the Mountain - like that last experienced 

during the State of Emergency in the 1950s.

Fear in Mt Kenya

Several weeks ago, I watched a video where passengers in a matatu in Nyeri were asked about their 

opinion regarding increased fuel prices, and the consequent increased fares.

All of them said something to the effect, "It is good...We support it..."

No way any reasonable person, even a Millionaire, would celebrate increased travel costs, 

WITHOUT ANY ADDED SERVICES/COMFORTS.

FEAR.



FEAR of saying anything, that might be construed to mean you don't support Ruto's govt 100%.

Certainly, this bizarre situation cannot go on forever.

But Ruto's handlers are determined to ELIMINATE anyone who is capable of MOBILISING Mt 

Kenya people to reject living in fear.

The problem with this state of affairs in central Kenya is that, the people who 'don't want trouble', 

are the most likely to be eliminated first, while those who reject fear, survive past these very sad 

times in the region.

EXAMPLE: Joss is from Mt Kenya region.

He understands that the political situation in his home area is very odd.

To avoid trouble, he doesn't talk politics.

One day, he goes to a hotel in a nearby town, and orders a cup of tea.

The waiter asks him whether he wants 'tea with sugar', or ndubia (tea without sugar).



Joss takes some time to answer, because, he really wants 'tea with just a little sugar'.

The waiter - who, like Joss is also nervous about the local political situation - becomes suspicious, 

and tells Joss, "Why are you reluctant to state whether you want ndubia, or tea with sugar? Or you 

suspect we are serving sugar bought from the contaminated consignment Kuria imported?"

And just like that, the situation escalates...Reaches secret police...and one day, Joss just disappears...

Dynasties vs Hustlers

Generally, prominent Mt Kenya politicians who understand what is going on - and obviously knows

Ruto is a fraud - have been 'OTHERED', by being labelled 'Dynasties'.

Even if a Mountain person comes from the poorest family in his village, studied hard, and made it, 

as long as he 'climbed the corporate ladder' genuinely  - and obviously knows Ruto is a fraud - he 

has also been 'OTHERED' as a 'Dynasty'.

In essence, using the various tricks I have been writing about for years, these people managed to 

OTHER every prominent Mountain person who did not bow down to Ruto, and using P S Y O P S, 

managed to convince a lot of Mountain folks that Ruto was equivalent to Mwene Nyaga (Owner of 

the Ostrich) – a FALLACY.

Obviously, they didn't think Maina Njenga could present problems...Until it was too late.



They cannot label him a 'Dynasty', because even their own supporters wouldn't believe it.

They cannot label him a puppet of so-and-so, since he has been a relatively well-known public 

figure for almost 30 years...

And to make it even worse, Maina can actually fill a big stadium with his supporters!

Imagine this happening in the Mountain - Locals seeing on TV, Kikuyu people speaking openly 

about how evil Ruto's regime is, and thousands cheering in support of those comments?

The fear the Mountain people currently have regarding the ruling regime would evaporate...

They would start speaking openly about their problems...Ruto would lose political support...





WINNING

If Maina Njenga and other patriotic Mt Kenya politicians can join hands and plan a public rally, to 

be attended by Mountain politicians ONLY (since Mt Kenya is where the problem is, and other 

regions are actually ready for you-know-what) - in a big stadium, eg Thika stadium - and notify 

police as per the laws of the land...Only 2 possible outcomes:

(a) If government obeys the constitution, the rally goes ahead - Mountain people get their 

democratic rights back.

Patriotic Mountain leaders would use the public rally to talk about local problems, and suggest 

solutions.

They would inform the people how Ruto's regime is deliberately ruining local economy - and 

propose solution to that.

They would tell the people how the ruling regime is destroying the future of local youth, and how 

that problem can be solved.

They would highlight how, when local youth become hopeless due to joblessness, the country's no.2

mocks them, by telling them that he would fund their 'rehab'.

The leaders would remind Mt Kenya people that, when local students admitted to university to 

study prestigious courses like medicine, and cannot afford it due to recent increase in fees, hence 

driven to suicidal thoughts, the person closest to the country's no.2 offers to pay for their 

counselling...



During the public rally, patriotic Mt Kenya leaders would educate the people that, the rule by the 

natural-born conmen and sadistic narcissists in KK government is untenable, and that there is a 

solution...

They would highlight the fact that, currently, there are divisions in the ruling regime - one side 

wants to keep lying to Kenyans that 'economic problems are global', while the other side is 

demanding that Kenyans be told the truth, that chances of local economy improving are NIL.

Yet, the quarrelling sides in govt agree about one thing - Eating public funds is good...

(b) If government disobeys the constitution, and blocks the rally, post the police statement/videos on

social media. We spread them, tagging Western Powers' diplomats, politicians et al who have been 

claiming Kenya 'is the most stable democracy in Africa...'

The way the world is - it is hypocrisy, I know - if Kenyans really push it on social media that, in our

country, freedom of speech/assembly/association is being abused by state, most of Ruto's western 

backers will get cold feet, because they know their voters wouldn't want them propping-up a tyrant 

(unless he is offering them lots of oil).

If Mt Kenya politicians plan this rally soonest, and one of the above happens, then we all go to the 

next stage...
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